AURORA W
Code: 0G206000862
Color: WHITE/SILVER
Size: 5-10 FULL SIZES ONLY

Description
The Aurora figure skates are designed with a
variety of materials and features that provide a
great fit with warmth, ankle support and stylish
cosmetics for the beginner to intermediate skater.
Reinforced uppers combine with extra fit details
to make every stride on the ice count to reduce
fatigue and skate longer. This a great casual
skate choice for someone looking for a skate above
entry level that is exceptionally comfortable,
very supportive and durable for recreational
skating. Classic figure ice skates with modern
detailing that combine style, fit, performance and
warmth at a budget price. While the blades may
seem sharp, it is always best to sharpen new ice
skates before the first use to ensure optimal
performance on the ice.FEATURES:• FUNCTION AND
FASHION make this the ideal recreational skate.
Aurora perfectly mixes fit, performance and warmth
at a budget price for the intermediate & beginner
ice skater to enjoy hours of skating.• REINFORCED
UPPERS WITH ANKLE SUPPORT & FLEX NOTCH provid
stability and a great fit. Reliable performance
and stylish aesthetics make it a high quality
skate with support and enhanced forward flex.•
SYNTHETIC FUR LINER and dual density foam padding
keep feet warm and cozy on the ice while
maintaining high levels of comfort and support
with high performance for longer skating
sessions.• LACE CLOSURE WITH LACE HOOKS and
maintenance free pvc outsoles enable a custom fit
to tighten the laces in specific parts of the
instep and allow simple care of the sole.•
STAINLESS STEEL FIGURE BLADES with toe picks hold
their edge longer, prevent rusting and deliver
consistent performance with minimal maintenance.
Please make sure the blades have been sharpened
before the first use for proper performance.
Category: BLADERUNNER ICE
Gender: Women

Group: FIGURE

